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ABSTRACT

Keywords

In the ﬁeld of multi-application personalization, several techniques have been proposed to support user modeling for
user data management across diﬀerent applications. Many
of them are based on data reconciliation techniques often
implying the concepts of static ontologies and generic user
data models. None of them have suﬃciently investigated
two main issues related to user modeling: (1) proﬁle deﬁnition in order to allow every application to build their own
view of users while promoting the sharing of these proﬁles
and (2) proﬁle evolution over time in order to avoid data
inconsistency and the subsequent loss of income for web-site
users and companies.
In this paper, we conduct work and propose separated solutions for every issue. We propose a ﬂexible user modeling
system, not imposing any ﬁxed user model whom diﬀerent
applications should conform to, but based on the concept of
mapping among applications (and mapping functions among
their user attributes). We focus in particular on the management of user proﬁle data propagation, as a way to reduce the
amount of inconsistent user proﬁle information over several
applications.
A second goal of this paper is to illustrate, in this context,
the beneﬁt obtained by the integration of a Semantic Layer
that can help application designers to automatically identify
potential user attribute mappings between applications.
This paper so illustrates a work-in-progress work where
two complementary approaches are integrated to improve
a main goal: managing multi-application user proﬁles in a
semi-automatic manner.

User Proﬁle Data Propagation Management, User Proﬁle Evolution, Multi-Application Personalization, Mappings
identiﬁcation, Semantic Layer, Log Analysis

1.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, many applications in diﬀerent areas (digital
libraries, search engines, e-learning, online databases, ecommerce, social networks. . . ) are concentrating on collecting information about users for service personalization.
For this reason, diﬀerent applications in diﬀerent areas (or
within the same area) organize user properties, preferences
and assumptions based on the user state, in user proﬁles.
Each application manages user information independently
from others, using a speciﬁc user model.
Information collection can be (i) explicit: information can
be gathered by direct intervention of users themselves by
ﬁlling some kind of predeﬁned forms and/or (ii) implicit:
information can be derived by studying users’ behavior while
using services (tracing).
When user proﬁle management takes place in an isolated way at single-application level, we are in presence of
mono-application scenarios. In such a case, data incoherence
among isolated user proﬁles can be produced, due to several
drawbacks strictly connected to mono-application personalization as redundancy: (i) it means a redundant process for
users to re-enter their information every time they start using a new application and (ii) the same data for the same
user are repeated several times and fragmented over many
diﬀerent applications, leading to data redundancy and tedious update; lack of eﬃcacy: data connected to a given
user remain private to each application. Even if a suﬃcient
amount of data (or useful data) for the user has been already collected by other applications, the user will not take
advantage of it in the application he is currently using; lack
of experience: as the user cannot take advantage of his information scattered across diﬀerent applications, in the same
way he cannot proﬁt of the experience already accumulated
by other users, in the same or diﬀerent applications; lack of

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Search and Retrieval]: Clustering;
H.3.5 [Online Information Services]: Data sharing
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control : users have little or no control over the information
deﬁning their proﬁles, in particular over personalization and
sharing, since their data are deeply buried in personalization engines. No accessibility protocols are given to users in
order to manage their data.
In this paper we address these issues, discussing the possibility and the manner for user proﬁle information to evolve
in a multi-application context by user data propagation. We
describe G-Proﬁle, our multi-application user modeling system [30] and we also illustrate the possibility to integrate a
novel feature in order to help application designers to identify user proﬁle mappings between applications. This aspect
is very important in G-Proﬁle, where the condition for an
eﬃcient data propagation is a correct mapping generation
phase. For this reason, to improve mapping management
and to limit human intervention, we propose to add to GProﬁle a Semantic Layer : a module allowing to automatically identify these mappings.
To illustrate our technique, we refer essentially to situations of collaborating applications, establishing data relationships between them without taking into account users’
explicit choices and data propagation among diﬀerent users.
We will detail in the rest of the paper how the concepts of
“collaboration” and “relationships among data” are really expressed. A concrete example to illustrate the utility of our
multi-application user modeling system can be based on the
scenario of virtual marketplaces, strictly connected to users’
centers of interest. Let us imagine that a web search engine
lands a deal with a virtual marketplace in order to share
part of a user web search history with it. This way, the
e-commerce application can exploit that, for instance, the
user has been searching for speciﬁc items, in order to adjust
its recommendation algorithm and present items regarding
the centers of interest of the user at a given moment. Via
our multi-application user modeling, it would be possible for
users and virtual marketplaces to take advantage of the suggestion of new items according to up-to-date users’ interests
during the time.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2
we provide a short survey on current research in the ﬁeld of
personalization in multi-application environments. In Section 3 we describe G-Proﬁle and the formalization of our
model. We explain the concept of application collaboration
via G-Proﬁle and the way user data are propagated. Section
4 illustrates the Semantic Layer that can be integrated into
G-Proﬁle to improve the automatic identiﬁcation of potential mappings between applications. Then, Section 5 discusses the beneﬁts of the integration between G-Proﬁle and
the Semantic Layer. Finally, in Section 6 we present the
main directions for future research and the conclusions.

cial role in this kind of scenario and represents the basis for
multi-application (cross-system) personalization [23].
In order to comprehensively integrate user information
across diﬀerent systems, one of the main challenges for user
modeling is (represented by) guaranteeing interoperability
of personalization approaches [5, 8]. From the literature, we
outline two major approaches for user modeling interoperability in a multi-application scenario: (i) standardizationbased user modeling, based on a top-down vision, deﬁning
some a priori – often centralized – standard whom all the
involved applications have to comply; (ii) mediation-based 1
user modeling, behaving in a bottom-up way, operating a
sort of reconciliation between diﬀerent user model representations. It deals with transferring user modeling data from
one representation to another, in the same domain, or across
domains.

2.1

Related Work

Standardization-based user modeling techniques are based
on the deﬁnition of standard ontologies [10, 13, 18, 19, 26]
and/or uniﬁed (general) user models [14, 15, 23, 24] which
can be used with multiple systems. Standardization-based
user modeling is therefore focused on the reusability of the
user model itself.
Over the years, due to the great deal of syntactical and
structural diﬀerences between existing user modeling systems, it has become clear that developing a commonly accepted full ontology of a domain, or envisaging all possible purposes for user modeling in all possible contexts, do
not represent feasible solutions for multi-application personalization. A possible solution consists therefore in using
mediation-based techniques, mapping diﬀerent user model
representations by the use of suitable mapping rules and/or
meta-models. Berkovsky et al. in [4] give a formal deﬁnition for mediation of user models as “a process of importing
the user modeling data collected by other (remote) [. . .] systems, integrating them and generating an integrated user
model for a speciﬁc goal within a speciﬁc context”. First
attempts in this direction were done in [2, 6, 17].
Speciﬁc demonstrations of multi-agent based user modeling systems are given in [7, 16, 21, 22, 27, 29]. In [3] authors
suggest the integration between mediation-based techniques
and standardization of user modeling based on Semantic
Web technologies (WordNet [25], GUMO and UserML). The
use of semantics for integration of user models is proposed
also in [8, 9].
All the techniques described before, address in diﬀerent
ways how to integrate a large number of available user model
fragments for personalized service delivery, but fail in addressing the problem of user proﬁle evolution, not considering the concept of user data propagation among user proﬁles
over the time.

2. BACKGROUND
Eﬀorts in mono-application personalization date back to
the end of 1970’s. Kobsa in his survey on Generic User
Modeling Systems (GUMS) [20] describes several approaches
applied in academic and commercial applications until the
beginning of the 2000’s.
The problem of personalization is addressed today in a
scenario where distributed software environments are no
longer static stand-alone applications, but dynamic integrative environments that conﬁgure themselves according to the
individual needs of the user, the context of use, and the
platform requirements. User modeling [20, 28] plays a cru-

3.

G-PROFILE

The aim of G-Proﬁle is to provide a general-purpose and
ﬂexible user modeling system for multi-application environments. With respect to techniques already proposed in the
literature, our approach is intended to address (i) user proﬁle evolution via user data propagation in a (ii) secure and
user-centered way.
1
The term ‘mediation’ has been introduced by Berkovsky et
al. in [4]
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Applicaon 1
(A1 user model)

As introduced before, in this paper we are interested in
particular in describing the G-Proﬁle role in guaranteeing
correct propagation of user proﬁle data modiﬁcations,
disregarding issues on security, privacy, user behavior, and
user preferences as well.

G-Proﬁle

mapping
funcons
+
propagaon
a ributes

3.1 Scenario
In order to illustrate how the concept of user data propagation in multi-application user modeling can be used to
solve drawbacks connected to mono-application environments, let us provide the following examples based on the
domain of virtual marketplaces.

API

User
Proﬁle
u1(A2)

User
Proﬁle
u1(…)

User
Proﬁle
u1(An)

USER
DATA

USER
DATA

USER
DATA

Applicaon 1

Applicaon 2

…

Applicaon n

Time t = 0
Modiﬁcaon of
user data on A1

Time t = 1
Propagaon of the
modiﬁcaon on A2

Time t = …
Propagaon of the
modiﬁcaon on …

Time t = n-1
Propagaon of the
modiﬁcaon on An

USER
DATA

propagaon

Figure 3: Accessibility-based mapping between applications.

3.2

Figure 1: Propagation of user data between applications.
Example 2. A user α, having a proﬁle on a marketplace
A, has some friends β, γ, . . . , ω using the same or diﬀerent marketplaces collaborating between them via the multiapplication user modeling system. If β, γ, . . . , ω have favorite items, if they decide to share their favorite items with
α, and if the marketplaces permit the sharing of this kind of
data, the favorite items of α’s friends can be accessible by α
(Figure 2)2 .
User
Proﬁle
u2(A2)

User
Proﬁle
u3(…)

User
Proﬁle
u1(An)

USER
DATA

USER
DATA

USER
DATA

USER
DATA

Applicaon 1

Applicaon 2

…

Applicaon n

Time t = 1
Propagaon of
modiﬁcaon on u1’s
user data on A1

Time t = 1
Modiﬁcaon of u2’s
user data on A2

G-Profile Behavior

G-Proﬁle does not propose neither a speciﬁc reconciliation
technique able to take into account all the possible user data
representations in diﬀerent applications, nor a standard user
proﬁle model. Instead, it is an abstract and ﬂexible protocol (Figure 3) able to interact with the potentially adopted
matching techniques.
To do this, we deﬁne some abstract mapping functions,
based on the generic concept of mapping between user data
among applications3 .
Therefore, an application is G-Proﬁle-aware if it provides
a suitable application programming interface (API) to
access both its user proﬁle attributes and a set of mapping
functions for these attributes to be used in mapping
generation assisted by G-Proﬁle.

mapping

User
Proﬁle
u1(A1)

API

MAPPING

Example 1. A user changes her address on her user proﬁle on the marketplace A. The new zip code changes from
xxxx1 to xxxx2. The same user has a proﬁle on the marketplace B. On the marketplace B the zip code for the user
is still xxxx1. The marketplace B is currently promoting
a discount for all the clients having xxxx2 as a zip code.
Via the multi-application user modeling system, it would be
possible for the user to take advantage of the promotion as
the new zip code value would have been propagated automatically (Figure 1).
User
Proﬁle
u1(A1)

Applicaon 2
(A2 user model)

3.3

User Profile Formalization

Each application A manages a set of user attributes
aA
k (k ∈ {1, . . . , mA }, where mA is the total number of
attributes for the application A). We assume that, for each
user ux using the application A, each attribute aA
k has a
value vk associated, forming the user proﬁle element as a
x
couple (attribute, value). Formally, eA,u
= ⟨aA
k , vk ⟩.
k

3.4

Data Mapping Formalization

In our system, where we plan to link attributes belonging to diﬀerent applications, each attribute can, from
time to time, be involved as the source or the target attribute in a relation with others. More speciﬁcally, since
attributes are organized diﬀerently in each application Ai
depending on the adopted user model, they can be perAi
mAi
muted {
in several source sets
. Formally
} Sl , 1 ≤ l ≤ 2

Time t = 1
Propagaon of
modiﬁcaon on un’s
user data on An

Ai
Ai
i
SlAi = sA
1 , s2 , . . . , stA

Figure 2: Propagation of user data among applications and users.

i

, where tAi is the total number of

3
Once the generic mapping established via our protocol, it is
possible to use semi-automatic assistants for the generation
of concrete mappings, able to act either on structure-based
or content-based collaborative user proﬁles. This aspect is
out of the scope of this paper.

2
Taking into account data propagation among users is out
of the scope of this paper.
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Algorithm 1 Construction of the graph G from the set of
existing mappings

source attributes for the set SlAi belonging to the application
Ai .
In the same way, each attribute of the application Ai can
be a target attribute belonging to{the target set T A}i of the
Ai
Ai
i
where
application Ai , such that T Ai = tA
1 , t2 , . . . , tvA

Require: All the mappings MAi ,Aj
Ensure: G
1: G = ∅
2: for all MAi ,Aj do
A ,A
3:
for all mk i j ∈ MAi ,Aj do

i

vAi is the total number of target attributes for the set T Ai
belonging to the application Ai .
We deﬁne a mapping MAi ,Aj between two applications Ai
and Aj , i ̸= j, as the triple MAi ,Aj = ⟨SAi , T Aj , M Ai ,Aj ⟩.
SAi is the set of source sets SlAi , M Ai ,Aj is the set of mapA ,A
ping functions mk i j between the applications Ai and Aj
associating to each source set SlAi a target attribute in T Aj .
A ,A
A
Formally, mk i j : SlAi → th j .
We assume that the number k of mapping functions is
equal to the number of target attributes of T Aj .

A ,A

4:
add mk i j to V
A
A
5:
for all sg i ∈ Sl i do
Ai
6:
if sg ̸∈ V then
A
7:
add sg i to V
8:
end if
A ,A
A
9:
add (sg i , mk i j ) to E
10:
end for
A
11:
if th j ̸∈ V then
A
12:
add th j to V
13:
end if
A ,A
A
14:
add (mk i j , th j ) to E
15:
end for
16: end for

3.5 Mapping Graph Formalization
It is possible to deﬁne a graph G as a combination of all the
mappings in our environment. More speciﬁcally, we deﬁne
our graph as a pair G = (V, E) composed of (i) a set V of
nodes, (ii) a set E of directed edges. Our graph is therefore
a directed graph.
We deﬁne two kinds of node: attribute nodes (n-att) and
function nodes (n-fun). Formally V = Vn-att ∪ Vn-fun .
In particular, we represent the elements of each SlAi and
Aj
A ,A
th as n-att nodes, while the elements mk i j are repreA
Ai
sented as n-fun nodes. Formally, Sl ∈ Vn-att , th j ∈
Ai ,Aj
Vn-att , mk
∈ Vn-fun .
We also deﬁne a function nodeType : V → {n-att, n-fun}
that retrieves the type of a given node.
In the same way we deﬁne a function application :
Vn-att → A retrieving, for a given attribute node, the application it belongs to.
We represent an edge between two nodes n1 and n2 as
(n1 , n2 ) ∈ E, such that:

we will call origin of the modiﬁcation. In the same way, the
set always contains the absolute modiﬁcation time attribute,
denoted as (α)t . It represents the instant (in absolute terms)
wherein the original modiﬁcation occurs.
Each application Aj deﬁnes,
for each of its target ele{
}
Aj

A

Aj

ments th j , a set (K)th =

Aj

Aj

(κ1 )th , (κ2 )th , . . . , (κnth )th

of propagation conditions.
Aj

Each propagation condition (κith )th

is a boolean prediAi

cate which can be based on the set (A)sg
Aj ’s rules.

or directly on

• ∀(n1 , n2 ) ∈ E ⇒ nodeType(n1 ) ̸= nodeType(n2 ),

Example 3. A modiﬁcation takes place from the applica1
tion A1 on a source object ṡA
1 . The ‘origin of the modio
ﬁcation’ attribute (α) = A1 is passed to G-Proﬁle. The
target application A2 can decide to evaluate three conditions in order to accept the propagation of the modiﬁca-

• if (n1 , n2 ) ∈ E, (n2 , n3 ) ∈ E and nodeType(n2 ) =
n-fun ⇒ application(n1 ) ̸= application(n3 ).

tion. The ﬁrst condition (κ1 )ṫ1 is a boolean predicate
based on the attribute (α)o : distance in G from (α)o ≤

A2

A2

2 nodes. The second condition (κ2 )ṫ1 is independent from
the propagation attribute passed from A1 to G-Proﬁle. It is
a boolean predicate of the form: time past between subsequent modifications ≥ 2ms. The third condition could
be that the origin application should not belong to a blacklist
of the application A2 . Another example of security conditions could be about the mapping originator: the application A2 could accept only propagations issued by application
based partnership or either issued from users on the basis of
a trust credentials4 .

In order to construct this graph, we deﬁne the algorithm 1.

3.6 Data Propagation
Let us consider two applications Ai and Aj , i ̸= j, connected via a mapping MAi ,Aj . Let us suppose that a modi
iﬁcation occurs on a source object sA
∈ SlAi , where SlAi
g
Ai ,Aj
to an element
is connected via a mapping function mk
A
i
th j . It is our idea that the modiﬁcation on sA
will be
g
Aj
propagated – via G-Proﬁle – to th only if some conditions
imposed by the application Aj hold. To do this, every time
i
a modiﬁcation takes place on sA
g , a set
{
}
Ai
Ai
Ai
Ai
(A)sg = (α)o , (α)t , (α1 )sg , (α2 )sg , . . . , (αnsg )sg

This way, we can deﬁne a boolean function that
we will call mapping activation function f acting on
Aj

Aj

Aj

(κ1 )th , (κ2 )th , . . . , (κnth )th .
A

The

propagation

of

A ,A

i
j
i
is enabled if
a (change on sA
to th j using
g
) mk
Aj
Aj
Aj
f (κ1 )th , (κ2 )th , . . . , (κnth )th
is true.

i
of propagation attributes, connected to sA
g , is transmitted
to G-Proﬁle. This set contains always the identiﬁcation of
the application Ai at the origin of the modiﬁcation. This information is detained by the attribute denoted as (α)o , that

4
As introduced before, treating security issues in a detailed
way is out of the scope of this paper.
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V0(3)

Procedure

V3(1)

FN12

MODIFICATIONS

V1(0)

Ai
i
1. A modiﬁcation occurs on sA
g ∈ Sl ;

V3(3)

FN15

V2(3)

FN14

V2(1)

i
sA
g

2. G-Proﬁle is notiﬁed that
has been modiﬁed and it
i
gets the new value associated to sA
g , together with the
propagation attributes;

FN8
V2(2)

V1(1)
FN10
V4(3)

FN5

3. G-Proﬁle veriﬁes the existence of a mapping function
A
i
on th j having sA
g as source object;

V3(2)

V3(0)
FN3

FN9

V0(2)

FN4

FN11
V0(0)

4. G-Proﬁle asks the application Ai for complementary
A
data if the target object th j detains a matching function needing additional data;

FN7

V1(3)

V1(2)
V0(1)

FN6

FN13
FN2

5. Once all the needed source data are available, G-Proﬁle
sends to the application Aj : (i) the modiﬁcation on
i
sA
g , (ii) possible additional data necessary to the mapA
i
ping function involving sA
and th j , (iii) the list of
g
propagation attributes given by the application Ai ;

V2(0)
FN1

(b)
V0(3)

V3(1)

FN12

MODIFICATIONS

V1(0)

6. Once the application Aj receives this information from
G-Proﬁle, Aj will use them in order to evaluate the
conditions that will eﬀectively permit to propagate the
Aj
i
modiﬁcation on sA
g to th .

V3(3)

FN15

V2(3)

FN14

V2(1)

FN8
V2(2)

V1(1)
FN10
V4(3)

FN5

3.7 Recursive Data Propagation

V3(0)
FN3

As we have seen before, a modiﬁcation can be propagated
between two applications: from Ai to Aj if they are connected via a mapping MAi ,Aj . But the target element
A
A
A
th j ∈ Aj can, in turn, be the source object sg j ∈ Sl j
Aj ,Aj ′

FN7
V1(2)
V0(1)

FN6

FN13
FN2

to
∈ Aj ′ , and so on. A modiﬁcation occurred on
Ai can, this way, propagate between several applications
Aj , Aj ′ , Aj ′′ , . . .
Via recursive data propagation, it is possible to reach
the aim of G-Proﬁle: reducing data inconsistencies and
redundancy, as intuitively illustrated in the following
example.

V2(0)
FN1

(c)
V0(3)

V3(1)

FN12

INCOHERENCES

V1(0)
V3(3)

FN15

V2(3)

FN14

V2(1)
V0(3)

V3(1)

FN12

ATTRIBUTES

V1(0)
V3(3)

V2(3)

FN8
V2(2)

V1(1)
FN10

MAPPING FUNCTIONS

V4(3)

FN15
V2(1)

FN5

FN8

FN3
V2(2)

FN7

V3(2)

V1(2)
V0(1)

FN6

FN13

V3(0)
FN3

FN9

V0(2)

FN2

FN4
V0(0)

V2(0)

FN7

V1(3)

FN1

V1(2)
V0(1)

(d)

FN6

FN13

V0(2)

V0(0)
V1(3)

FN5

FN11

FN9
FN4

FN11

FN10
V4(3)

V3(2)

V3(0)

FN14
V1(1)

V0(2)

V0(0)
V1(3)

Aj

A ′
th j

FN9
FN4

FN11

(j ̸= j ′ ) connecting Sl

of a mapping function mk

V3(2)

FN2

Figure 4: Example of the eﬀects of data propagation
with and without G-Proﬁle.

V2(0)
FN1

(a)

Example 4. Figure 4 illustrates the advantages of data
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propagation using G-Proﬁle. In (a) a simple mapping graph
generated with G-Proﬁle is shown, where each Vn(k) node
represents the nth attribute belonging to the application k
and each FNn node represents a mapping function connected
to the involved target attribute.
In (b) we suppose that two modiﬁcations occur on V1(3)
and V3(3).
In (c), thanks to G-Proﬁle, modiﬁcations on V1(3) and
V3(3) are automatically propagated to the attribute nodes
connected via mapping functions to V1(3) and V3(3). For
the sake of simplicity, in this example we ignore propagation
conditions and we show the end of the propagation process,
without intermediate steps.
Finally, in (d) we illustrate the case of the same modiﬁcations taking place in a multi-application scenario without
on G-Proﬁle. Dotted lines and circles represent the absence
of the multi-application user modeling system. As we can
see, once the modiﬁcations take place on V1(3) and V3(3),
this leads to the generation of incoherences on the attributes
that would have been updated in presence of G-Proﬁle.

our propagation attribute set, permits to synchronize data
propagation avoiding drawbacks connected to parallelism.
sg’Ai

t+1
sg’’Ak

Aj

Aj

Aj

(κ1 )th , (κ2 )th , . . . , (κnth )th

thAj

thAj

sg’’Ak
t

t+δ

Figure 5: Data propagation drawbacks connected to
parallelism.

4.

SEMANTIC LAYER TO IMPROVE
USER PROFILE MAPPING IDENTIFICATION

In the previous section, we have illustrated G-Proﬁle and
the motivations behind its development. When possible
mappings have been identiﬁed between applications (i.e., between attributes constituting user proﬁles), possible modiﬁcations on user data connected to a speciﬁc user proﬁle are
propagated to other connected user proﬁles via some mappings. How these mappings are identiﬁed? One may propose
that each application designer explains to others what corresponds to every shared attribute. This solution is quite
limited because an application designer should give explanations to all applications with which she accepts to share
user proﬁles. This may be a repeating and boring task when
the number of applications grows. Moreover, sharing user
proﬁles between applications is interesting only if these applications exploit the same kind of dimensions characterizing
the user. As a solution, we propose to integrate in G-Proﬁle
a Semantic Layer allowing application designers to limit the
manual detection of mappings between applications. This
solution is based on previous works [11, 12] related to user
proﬁle interoperability between various applications. In the
case of G-Proﬁle, the Semantic Layer has the possibility to
preliminarily know possible mappable attributes, this way
its development is simpliﬁed with respect to the past.

In this kind of scenario, based on data propagation across
applications via mapping functions, two aspects need particular attention, notably (i) cycles and (ii) parallelism.
Concerning the ﬁrst aspect, how to prevent cyclical data
propagation in the presence for example of (i) symmetrical
or (ii) cyclical mappings5 ?
Having established that (α)o is a mandatory attribute to
propagate with the modiﬁcation itself, we automatically prevent this kind of situation. The origin of the modiﬁcation
does not change during the recursive propagation. It contains always the application that started the propagation,
i.e., Ai . For this reason, between the propagation conditions, we introduce the mandatory presence of a condition
(κ)o that checks the value of the (α)o attribute. This way,
we automatically stop the propagation when the target application has, as (α)o value, the same (α)o value detained
by the source application ((α)o = Ai in the case of our example).
Concerning the second aspect, problems are connected to
a correct modiﬁcation ordering. How to prevent, for example, that two modiﬁcations originating from two diﬀerent
source objects occur simultaneously on the same target object? For each modiﬁcation, we deﬁne a separate propagation sequence starting when the original modiﬁcation takes
place
( and stopping at the ﬁrst target
) application for which
f

sg’Ai

4.1

Semantic Layer Content

Our Semantic Layer aims at describing the content of
shared user proﬁles. This corresponds to a high-level description of various dimensions characterizing users in a speciﬁc context. For instance, such semantic description of user
data can correspond to classical customer user proﬁles [1].
The customer proﬁle includes attributes that can be classiﬁed in two main categories: factual attributes (i.e., Who
is the customer?) and transactional attributes (i.e., What
does the customer does?). An example of such description is
illustrated in Figure 6. This description is more “conceptual”
without considering how every user dimension is organized
and implemented in each application. It corresponds to a
dimension-based pivot format enabling the detection of attributes corresponding to the same concept even if they have
diﬀerent names, formats, ...
In addition to the conceptual description of user dimensions, the Semantic Layer includes the description of general value-types that are commonly used in applications.
One may consider some value-types like those used in XML

is false. This way, it is

impossible to have two modiﬁcations on the same target object at the same time. In addition to this, let us consider
the following scenario. Let us suppose that two applications
Ai and Ak are mapped to an application Aj . Is it possible
i
to prevent that a modiﬁcation (acting on sA
g ′ , propagating
A

to th j ), occurred at the time t + 1, be replaced at the time
A
A
t + δ by a modiﬁcation (acting on sg′′k , propagating to th j )
occurred at time t? This might happen due to diﬀerences in
path length between source and target applications (Figure
5). The introduction of the (α)t attribute as mandatory in
5

e.g., (i) Ai is mapped to Aj and Aj is, in turn, mapped
back to Ai ; (ii) Ai is mapped to Aj , Aj is mapped to Ak
and Ak is, in turn, mapped back to Ai or to Aj .
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Proﬁle #1

Proﬁle #2

Shared Aributes Extracon

Shared Aributes Extracon

Corresponding Concept Extracon

Corresponding Concept Extracon

Customer

Factual
Data

Customer
ID

Iden!ty

First Name

Transac!onal
Data
BirthDate

…

Gender

Last Name

Product
Preference

…

Purchase
History

Concept Compability Checking

Figure 6: Semantic Layer example characterizing
customer dimensions.

Value-type Compability Checking

Figure 8: Potential Mapping Identiﬁcation.

Customer

Factual
Data

Customer
ID

Iden!ty

First Name

cess has been adapted from [11], where multi-values are connected to attributes, because in G-Proﬁle user proﬁles are
supposed to be a list of attributes having a single value (see
Section 3.3).
This process is illustrated in Figure 8. Four main steps
can be identiﬁed:

Transac!onal
Data
BirthDate

Last Name

…

Gender

Product
Preference

…

Purchase
History

Seman!c Layer

1. Extraction of all the attributes shared by applications;

Applica!on Side

2. For every attribute, the associated conceptual information is also extracted from the Semantic Layer;
3. Thanks to these conceptual dimensions, for every couple of attributes the Semantic Layer is exploited to
check if there is a possible relation between the concepts associated to these two attributes. To do this,
inference rules are exploited to identify possible and
accepted relations between concepts. All non-related
attributes are deleted for further analysis.

Figure 7: User proﬁles associated to the Semantic
Layer.
Schema6 , highly suﬃcient for many applications where relations between value-types are expressed.
Furthermore, a set of conversion methods between types
(i.e., ‘yyyy-mm-dddd’ => ‘YYYY’) is provided in order to
improve the mapping identiﬁcation process (i.e., restriction).
This set could be adopted to provide higher interaction between the two layers, using these conversion methods for
applications not having yet mapping functions.
The Semantic Layer can be deﬁned in two ways:

4. For all the remaining couples of attributes, a valuetype compatibility is veriﬁed. Thanks to information
available in the Semantic Layer (value-type relationships and value-type conversion methods), the process
veriﬁes if the value-type of one attribute can be converted into the other one.
A potential mapping is automatically detected for every
couple of attributes that passes all the ﬁrst four steps.

1. Using an existing model framework available in various
contexts;

4.3

2. Deﬁning a high-level description of users, instead of
deﬁning a unique user proﬁle structure for various applications. As we discussed at the beginning of the
paper, this not represent nowadays a feasible solution
due to heterogeneity of user models.

4.2 Using the Semantic Layer to Identify Potential Mappings
To allow the system to automatically identify potential
mappings, every application have to select for each attribute
it wants to share, the related concept and value-type information in the Semantic Layer (Figure 7). This ﬁgure shows
only conceptual information, value-type information is not
displayed for the sake of readability.
The Semantic Layer is used to identify related attributes
via the application of a transformation process. This pro6

Implementation

Identifying potential mappings between attributes coming
from diﬀerent applications can be based on an ontology tool
set. Thus, the Semantic Layer can be based on a formal description through OWL7 /RDF8 to model relations between
concepts and to store them. In order to verify the conceptual
compatibility between two attributes (step (1.) described in
the previous section) SparQL9 is used.
Figure 9 illustrates a SparQL query example that veriﬁes if two concepts cf1 and cf2 (associated to attribute1
and attribute2, respectively) are compatible through selected
relationships between concepts (i.e., equivalentClass or
sameAs). Note that the “.” in the WHERE clause corresponds
to the AND logical operator. Value-type compatibility checking relies on the same approach.
7

http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-ref/
http://www.w3.org/RDF/
9
http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/
8

http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-2/
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to the semantic description of the attributes provided by
each application, G-Proﬁle can, through the Semantic Layer,
identify potential mappings between user proﬁles. On the
basis of these potential mappings, mapping functions respecting semantic description can easily associate the attributes belonging to diﬀerent applications thanks to GProﬁle. Thus, building mapping functions can be considered
as a simpler task with respect to the previous ones.

PREFIX owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#>
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
SELECT ?c1 ?c2
FROM <Concepts.rdf>
WHERE
{
?c1 rdf:type sp:Concept.
?c2 rdf:type sp:Concept.
{ ?c1 owl:equivalentClass ?c2 }
UNION
{ ?c1 owl:sameAs ?c2 }.
FILTER(
(?c1=<cf1> || ?c1=<cf2>)
&&
(?c2=<cf1> || ?c2=<cf2>) )
}

6.

CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

In recent years, several approaches have been proposed in
diﬀerent ﬁelds to solve the problem of multi-application personalization. The focus is gradually shifted from the model
itself to the process of modeling. Due to the great deal of
syntactical and structural diﬀerences between existing user
modeling systems, developing a commonly accepted full ontology of a domain, or envisaging all possible purposes for
user modeling in all possible contexts, deﬁnitely do not represent feasible solutions for multi-application personalization.
In this paper we have illustrated G-Proﬁle: a ﬂexible
multi-application user modeling system, able to address typical problems of collaborative distributed environments and
in particular to guarantee evolution, security, and privacy
in multi-application personalization, aspects that have not
been suﬃciently considered up to now. We have focused in
particular on the process of user proﬁle data propagation
in a multi-application environment. Data propagation relies for us on the correct identiﬁcation of mappings between
applications, mappings that are based on the generation of
mapping functions between user attributes constituting user
proﬁles. In order to facilitate both applications and users in
the activity of generate and manage mapping functions, we
have proposed to integrate to G-Proﬁle a Semantic Layer allowing to identify potential mappings between applications
based on a semantics. In addition to this, the Semantic
Layer allows to better understand attributes deﬁnition in
order to facilitate their use.
Our aim for the future is to complete our work by providing a complete evaluation, taking into account the user
in the diﬀerent phases of mapping establishment and data
propagation, introducing the formalization and the methodology to address issues on security and privacy. Concerning
aspects connected to the Semantic Layer, since the proposed
approach allows a potential mapping identiﬁcations between
user proﬁles even if they have diﬀerent structures, G-Proﬁle
could beneﬁt from such possibility by allowing applications
to manage user proﬁle through a more sophisticated structure (i.e., tree structure). Moreover, the current version of
G-Proﬁle relies on a single-value format for each attribute.
Multi-valued attributes should be introduced in order to offer more possibilities to G-Proﬁle-aware applications. Finally, a last perspective concerns the potential gain oﬀered
by the Semantic Layer. Indeed, a deeply reﬂection has to be
done in order to implement generic transformation methods
allowing G-Proﬁle to directly map most of the attributes
from one application to others. This could mainly simplify
tasks related to mapping generation because most of them
would be mainly generic.

Figure 9: SparQL query example to verify conceptual compatibility.

5. BENEFITS OF INTEGRATING GPROFILE WITH THE SEMANTIC
LAYER
In this section, we illustrate via some use cases how the
integration of the Semantic Layer can signiﬁcantly improve
the mapping generation/management in G-Proﬁle. For the
sake of simplicity, we consider three possible main actions
in G-Proﬁle: (i) an application not using G-Proﬁle wants
to establish a partnership with a G-Proﬁle-aware application; (ii) a user intends to be involved in a mapping generation/modiﬁcation on user data she can eﬀectively manage;
(iii) two applications want to establish a partnership via
G-Proﬁle.
In the ﬁrst scenario, a non-G-Proﬁle-aware application
that wants to establish a partnership with a G-Proﬁle-aware
one, must describe all the attributes it is eﬀectively intended
to share (i.e, every attribute has to be associated to the
corresponding concept and its value-type in the Semantic
Layer). The application then provides this description to
G-Proﬁle when establishing a partnership. The main advantage of such approach is that the description of the attributes is done only once during the attribute sharing decision phase.
The second case is more complex. As introduced before,
a user can act only on a subset of user attributes that applications declare as public. On these data users can modify
mappings already established by applications, or generate
new mappings not provided by applications. In the ﬁrst
case, the semantic description of attributes can help users
to manage/modify existing mappings. In the second case,
not disposing of predeﬁned mapping functions, the user is
requested to play the role of ‘application’. If she is intended
to create a mapping between two applications where she has
a user proﬁle, she will memorize her data on a personal data
storage, and how to map attributes connected to these data
on the two diﬀerent applications, could be done using the
Semantic Layer described before.
Concerning the third action, the Semantic Layer is used to
propose possible partnerships between applications. Thanks

7.
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